
Crypto-to-crypto exchange API
Commercial offer

OWNR ecosystem started in 2019 with a multifunctional cryptocurrency wallet and now comprises a cross-platform wallet software, 
payment gateway for cryptocurrency purchase, crypto-to-crypto exchange API, and prepaid Visa cards for individuals and business.

About us

OWNR offers a built-in crypto-to-crypto exchange service available on both mobile (iOS, Android) and desktop applications (Windows, 
Mac OS, Linux). But for the standard exchange option in the OWNR Wallet software targeted at individual users, OWNR now provides 
an exchange API for businesses. The key assets available for exchange are BTC, ETH, USDT, DASH, ZEC, LTC. The list is to be expanded.

Crypto-to-crypto exchange API

Integration cost
The cost of API integration is considered case by case in the range of 0.5% - 3%. It may be debited as a part of the fee
a partner imposes on their clients within a certain period.

Exchange API special benefits
But for the standard advantages of cryptocurrency
exchange available in the wallet software, the API has
some additional benefits

markup is set on the partner’s side

unlimited volumes of supported cryptocurrencies 
available in an instant

real-time monitoring of transaction statuses

negotiable exchange rates

Who can use OWNR 
exchange API

cryptocurrency exchangers can benefit 
from an additional (or major) 
liquidity channel

cryptocurrency services can use the API
to offer fast crypto-to-crypto exchange
with the widget on their website

How it works
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Advantages
Users can customize the network fee. 
Such adjustments can be made to 
temper sudden spikes of the 
blockchain network congestion, 
or whenever  a user wants  
to speed up the transaction.

The exchange rate may vary during the exchange. If choose the 
floating rate, the amount to receive  will not be fixed. Instead, 
it will be adjusted  dynamically to the rate change.

Floating rate option

Exchange rate and amount to receive are fixed, 
but the transaction fee may vary.

Fixed rate option

Benefits
Add your own fees for any transaction
made on your website

Increase the number of visitors on your website by 
giving them an opportunity of the instant exchange option

Built-in exchange for custodial 
and non-custodial wallets
Add a built-in exchange so that your users can exchange 
crypto in your app or on your website. Set your own fees on 
the exchange. Streamline your users experience by adding 
an instant exchange option

Exchange 

Contact us with 
any requests
sales@ownrwallet.com
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